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В.П.Гусынин

Коэффициенты Сили-Джилки для операторов четвертого порядка
на римановом многообразии

Предложен новый ковариантный метод вычисления коэффициентов в
разложении ядра теплопроводности. Метод позволяет вычислять
коэффициенты Сили-Джилки для дифференциальных операторов любого
порядка, как минимальных, так и неминимальных,действующих в
векторном расслоении риманова многообразия. Проведено вычис-
ление коэффициентов для минимальных операторов четвертого по-
рядка в произвольной размерности пространства. В отличие от
операторов второго порядка коэффициенты для операторов четвер-
того порядка (и выше) оказываются существенно зависящими от
размерности пространства. АлгоритмичныЙ характер предложенного
метода позволяет проводить вычисления коэффициентов на компью-
тере с использованием системы аналитических вычислений. Метод
допускает также простое обобщение на многообразия с кручением
и на супермногообразия.

V.P.Guayiin

Seeley-Gilkey Coefficients for the Fourth-Order Operators on

a Riemannian Manifold

A new oovariant method for computing the coefficients in the

heat kernel expansion is suggested. It allows one to calculate

Seeley-Gilkey coefficients for both minimal and nonminimal dif-

ferential operators acting on a veotor bundle over a RiemannXan

manifold. The coaffioients for the fourth-order minimal opera-

tors in arbitrary dimension of the space are calculated. In

contrast to the second-order operators the coefficients for the

fourth-order (and higher) operators turn out to be essentially

dependent on the apaoe dimension. The algorithmic ohoraoter of

the method suggested allows one to calculate coefficients by oom-

puter ualng the analytical calculation system. The method admits

also a simple generalization to the case of the manifoldo with

torsion and aupermanifolde.
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IHTRODUCTION

Seeley-Gilkey ooeffioienta jj, 2 ~\ (or those of Sohwinger-

De Witt £з>4]) in asymptotio expansion (•£ -* 0^. ) of the heat

kernel exp(-tA) play en important role in calculating the one-

loop effeotive action in quantum field theory. The lowest coef-

ficients determine divergences of the one-loop effective action,

contribute to the anomalies of axial current Г5 J and trace of

the energy-momentum tensor {_6J, determine the indices of ellip-

tio operators \l ~\ and in some cases they allow one to perform

the exact calculation of the one-loop effective action (^8,9,ю]

for a certain type of differential operators.

There exist two methods to oalculate the Seeley-Gilkey

coefficients (SG). One of them, that ot Schwinger-De Witt ["з,41,

is based on using certain ansatz for heat kernel matrix elements.

The advantage ot the method consists in its expliait oovariance

with respect to the gauge and general-coordinate transformations.

However, the use of a definite anaatz for the heat kernel comp-

licates generalization to higher than the second-order differen-

tial operators and also to nonminimal differential operators

(the nonminimal operator is exemplified by A
 a

 - 9"
uV
D +

+ a V"" V * + X"** arising under the gauge field quantization

in arbitrary (d -£ 0 ) gauge, the higher power of the derivati-

ves of such operators is not the power of operator Q )• The

Schwinger-De Witt ansatz generalization to the minimal fourth-

order operators has recently been given in Ref. [i"fj.

The aeoond method used, chiefly, by mathematicians [i,2,7]

ifl based on applying the technique of pseudodifferential opera-

tors £12]. It is free of drawbacks inherent in Schwinger-De

Witt method. However, its generalization to the case of curved

manifolds results in certain technical difficulties due to the

lack of explioit covarianoe with respect to general-ooordinate

transformations. This requires the use o.f certain gauge for gra-

vitational and gauge fields and normal ooordinate system at in-

termediate stages of calculation.

The method for calculating SG coefficients suggested in this

paper is based on а оovariant generalization of pseudodifferen-

tial operator techniques to the case of curved manifolds fol»

This method involves the advantages of both above-mentioned
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techniques,i.e. it possesses the explioit covariance with reapeot

to general-coordinate and gauge transformations, allows one to

calculate SG coefficients for both minimal end nonminimal opera-

tors, can be generalized to supersyjiunetrio operators and mani-

folds with torsion. An important advantage of the method propo-

sed implies also its algorithmic character which makea it pos-

sible to calculate SG coefficients by computer.

In the paper the method ia applied to oalculate SG coeffi-

cients for the second and fourth order minimal operators on a

oompact Riemannian manifold without boundary. For the fourth order

operator the seoond nontrivial coefficient (including the total

derivative type terms) is calculated on a manifold of arbitrary

dimension It .

I. METHODS TOR CALCULATING SG COEFFICIESTS

We consider a positive elliptic differential operator A

of the order A. t that aote in the spaoe of smooth sections of a

vector bundle with base M being the oompact П. -dimensional

Riemannian manifold without boundary.lt is well known [i-4i7j

that for such operators at £ -? 0+ there exists an asymptotic

expansion of diagonal matrix element of the heat kernel exp(-tA)

in the following form

m.

The summation in (1) is carried out over all integer nonnegative

m . The coefficients E^ (x IA ) depend on the operator A,

structure and prove to be looal polynomial invariants constructed

from the coefficient functions of the operator A and their deri-

vatives.

As it has been noted in Introduction the coefficients

f (X IA ) are important in oaloulating the effeotlve action

in external gauge and gravitational fields . So, for instance,

the coefficient f n (tor the even spaoe dimension) oon-

tributee to a logarithmically divergent part of the one-loop

effeotive aotion ^4] and also to anomaliee of the axial-reotor

ourrent and traoe of the energy-momentum tenaor [5,6]f it also

allows one to oaloulate the ratio of functional determinants of
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two operators related by oonformal transformations j^B-tuj.

Tbe coefficients E,
n
 are also important in epeotral geo-

oietry of manifolds. Taking in (1) the traoe and integrating over

X we get the well-known relation between the spectrum of the

operator Д and geonetrioal invariants of the manifold [2,7.]:

where \- are the eigenvalues of the operator A

The best known technique for calculating SO coefficients

is the Sehwinger-de Witt method based on the partial differential

equation (the heat equation) for the kernel K(x,X\£ IA) =<xl <£tA\

To obtain the ooeffloients E m the function К (X,*', i IA )

le ohoeen as

m=0

where 6Yx,X') ie the geodesic interval equal to a half of the

squared distance along the geodesies between the points X rX',

»2)(x X
1
) - tStt[-V*A£,»eVxx'j]-the Van Vleok-Morette determinant.

The representation (3) for K(*,*',i I A) is valid when the
operator A is the aeoond-order minimal operator

A = - D + X , (4)
«Mr* Cf = 5"~V^, Vv • V ^ *• * oovariant derivative that invol-

different oonneotions (affine oonneotion, spinor connection,
fields), X ±e *ae »»trix valued function; everywhere

*ta* Buolidean metrio ie used. Substituting (3) into (2) leads
k* recurrent relations for ooeffioiente Bm

a °- (5),
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The solution to Eq.(5) in the limit of coinciding pointa (V = X')

gives the known expressions for SG coefficients of the operator

(4). However, for the higher order operators the De Witt anaata

(3) ie inadequate. In fact, the generalisation of the De Witt

ansata has reoently been suggested for the fourth-order mini-

mal operators (jlî . The generalization to the oaee of nonminimal

operators does not exist.

The See ley -Gilkey method to calculate the coeffioienta E
 m

is based on the technique of pseudodifferential operators fi2_].

Each pseudodifferential operator Д is defined by its symbol

<x|A/x'> = \-£UL—e е(х,к\А). (6)

Рог instance, having written the differential operator (4) in

the form

we find its symbol applying (7) to the representation for the

S -function

1
 \d(x-x') - \ 9

In this ом*

(8)

p««udcdiff«r*nti»l op«r«tora пат* aymbola

In the for»

and &21-ГП 6<,X)ar* the^iw)-ora*r аоаов«в«оаа fUMtioM »t К

All the operations over p««udodiff«r*ntial operator* oan be re-

duced to operations over their «ymbole. In partioular, one oan
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find the symbols of transposed operator, conjugated operator,

eto. The formula for obtaining the symbol of a produot of two opera-

tors via the symbols of the operators themselves

*мв) = L
 (
f ~ ^ 4 T ? ^

 00>

is тегу Important (the summation here Is carried out over the

multi-index <f [12]). Putting 6Yx,K /A5) = I one can use (10)

to determine the symbol of the inverse operator &~A~* •

Let us consider now the elliptic operator Л (for which

the prinoipal symbol 6^
?
 CX

>
K )ia defined positively) whose

spectrum lice in the region bounded by the contour С

(Pig.1). The formula

e = i 77-^ ГД-Х) (ID

allow* one to define the operator в. (t > 0 ) through the

operator A resolvent. Then

cH(X-x') -;.

^ Г к ) 02)
and the coefficients Е

и
 are determined via the symbol of the

operator Г Л - Х ) "
Г
 for wfaioh one can write the recurrent rela-

tion* proceeding from (9),(Ю) [i»2]. The disadvantage of the

above-oited method ooneists in the absence of explicit invarian-

oe with, respect to general-ooordinate transformations due to non-

invarianoe of the phaseX^ CX-X')***» Therefore in specific calcula-

tions on* uses • system of normal coordinates and gauges

r i v ft.) = 0 . CX - X. )~A^ <X ) = 0 for th« affin* and gaug*
oonneotions £i*]. In th* next section we develop the generaliea-
tioa of tb* Ketliod ooaprielng th* axplioit g*n*ral-ooordlnat*
lBvariano* la th* о м * *f ourved manifolds.

11. тяв raw Axoomxm то CALCULATE OOBFFICIMTS m
HBif КПЯВЬ nPAHSIOI

For th* oovarlaat «*n*ralisation of th* Seeley-Gilkey method

we us* th* r*pre**ntation of matrix element ot th* operator Д
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reaolvent in the form

) (13)

where £(X7X',K) is a phase function, S"(X} У', К \ ̂  ) ie an

amplitude \j\2~\. In the case of the flat spaoe the phase

£ (X %' K) ~ K^(X-X')'M tor each x' is a linear fuaotion of X
and К :

= 0.

For the generalization to the oaee of a curved manifold we require

the real function £(X,X', K ) to be bieoalar with reepeot to
general-ooordinate transformatione. The requirement for the
m -th symmetrized oovariant derivative to vanish at the point
X1 with m >,2 , i.e.

proves to be the generalization of the linearity oondition at the
point x' .In Bq.(14) the braokets {••• } denote eymmetriza-
tion in all indioes and the square braokets - taking the ooinoi-
denoe limit Zf(*,X')] = /Vx,X')|x_x'. Also,we
require the phase £(X,)(',K) to be a linear homogeneous
function Я . One can show that the function £(X,X',H ) deter-
mined by the oonditions (14) actually exists [i3] in aome ooor-
dinate neighbourhood with looal coordinates X • Thia is easily
understood since it follows from the definition of a oovariant
differentiation* of tensors

"On mixed objeots whioh have both fiber (left understood) and ba-
se indices toe oovarlant derivative is given by the rule

where *Чм г
 J"C £«,«<• A^ie the bundle oonneotion, 5" «./ are

the representation generators of a local rotation groupjO(4) by
which / is transformed, /\ la the gauge potential.



( Гj^^, is the affine connection) that at fixed ITL the con-

dition (14) permita to express the m. -th partial derivative of

£ through the lower order derivatives. Thus, giving (14) we,

therefore, give all partial derivatives of the function £ at

the point X = X ' • Then from Borel theorem there follows the

existence of a function £(X, X \К ) infinitely differentiable in

vloinity of X' • Since we are interested in the diagonal matrix

elements of the operators the local properties of the function

£. (14) are sufficient to perform the calculations.

In what follows we shall coma across the coincidence limits

for nonsymmetrized covariant derivatives of £. of the form

С ̂ м^ Ч ^
в
 --.^м £1* Such quantities are obtained direotly from

Bq.d4) reducing all terms to a unified indices ordering with

use made of the Ricoi identity for the commutator of covariant

derivatives

л л "
 ( 1 5 )

where the Riemannian and torsion tensors are expressed through

th* affine oonneotion as follows

Л _ог +г p _ г г
— O^u ' yOV

 a
v' fj* ' E > ' /iv ' Gv' f>^ >

Г Х __ r-t ̂  г-» X

Oa objeots with both fiber end base indices Eq.(15) takes the

tor* „

*-

where N\Z>4v is the bundle curvature, W ^ v - Я*«.
и
\/ -

^ u>^l* Further we shall consider only the oase of a

Rienannian manifold without torsion (Т
К
^^~ &)• T^e method

admits, however, the geaeralization to manifolds with torsion,

although the calculation*, in this oase, become ouraberoome.

Taking Into aooount the scalar character of the function С

for the lowest ooinoidenoe limits we find from Eqs.(14) and
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( 1 7 )

and

the brackets <f A .. . v j mean aymmetrizstioa in extreme in-

dices with the coeffioient 1/2.

(19)

In obtaining (19), the Bianotii identities and the oyolioity

oonditlon

were employed. We obtain from Bqe.(18),(19) (taking into aooount

that R^v = R" ^ f ?)

f
( 2 0)

Bxpreeeione for the ooinoidenoe limits of five oovariaat deriva-

tivea of £ are preaeated in appendix k.

Tfie operator Д resolvent satisfies the equation

therefore, to fulfil (21) it iuffioes to require that th* aapli-

tudt. eCy,K\Kik)satisfy the equation
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1'iie bisoalar funotion I (X,X' ) with bundle apace indices will

be defined by the oonditions analogous to Eq.(14)

f hfi J * *-, • f ̂  V"*-.. if I// i = ̂  m » J • (23)
Similar to the oafle of the funotion £(*>*\ К ) Bq.(23) allows

one to find toe ooinoidenoe limits for nonaymmetriaed oovariant

derivatives

(24)

The funotiona 1?(*
г
х', 4 ) and iTx.x'J introduced by шеапв

of Kqa.(i4) and (23) ere important in the ao-oalled intrinsic

eymbolio aaloulue developed in Ref.[i3jf which permits to

generalise oovariaatly the peeudodifferential operators teohni-

que to the bundle epaoee. ID fact, the influence ot the base

manifold ourvatura and the bundle curvature is made manifest through

these funotiona (Bqa.(17)-(19)). The role of the functions

(fCX^'^X ) and Tf*,*')
 i e

»
 t o

 some extent, analogous to that

played by geodeaio interval &(x
}
y') and the funotion of paral-

lel transport in the De Witt method [4]. We note, however, that

the funotione introduoed are defined also for manifolds without

metrio ^^-v whereae the geodeaio interval <5Yx,x') is de-

fined only for manifolds equipped with metrio.

We show now how using Sq.(22) one oan find the amplitude

©Yx,*',KiM and it» limit of ooinoidenoe [Cj that determine*

the SO ooeffioients. A» an illustration we consider the operator

(4) for whioh Bq.(22) takes the fora

] < X ; X ) = I(x
)
X'). (25)
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To obtain the expansion (1) we introduce the auxiliary parameter

6 according to the rule (? --? v f > \ ">" V? г вп<* expand the
amplitude in series over £ . Then Eq.(25) takeв the form

- i. .,- gi \.
2i
 ̂  -o .X ] Г f""V -1 <*>

c
 С t. <-

 m
-

0

Equating in (26) the terms with identioal powers £ we

obtain the aet of recurrent equations to determine the ooeffi-

oients 6"m :

-x)s- e = 1 ,

We further set the parameter £ to be equal one.

Solving consecutively the system (27) and taking up the ooinoi-

dence limits we get

(28)

Неге <2 = ̂ -"{ъ ^ - X ' ^
a
^
 =
ATrTx'the unity in toe formula for

f<5, J means the matrix unity. The oalculation of the ooinolden-

oe limits for the derivatives of 6*
m
 is reduoed, finally, to

computing the ooinoidence limits for the derivatives of ET
O
 :

( 2 9 )

where we have embedded the following Dotations
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Using Bq.(29) we find the ooinoidenoe liraite for the derivatl-

vee of в ^
 }
 the expressions for which are presented in appen-

dix A, end also the necessary ooincidence limits I 6'
m
'} :

where

(32)

Thue, for the diagonal matrix element г!.* I exp (~ 6 A)liy ш have

for f £"m J are polynomials in Л and

In the variable f a ] = ^r'-X). tbe [fyml containing

•теп power» /( and the C&sm+f]
 o d d O D t i e

 ^ * Сопяе-

.quently, 0(С&зт**1*) - 0 and the odd 3G ooeffioient* in ina«

' nelon (1) equal sero (thla oonoluaion le valid for anjr order dif-

ferential operators). Beaides, ae it follows from recurrent re-
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latione (27) and also from the explicit form for the lowest or-

der of f f>
m
 J the coefficients [ <o

m
 J are homogeneous

funotions of the variables К and X :

The role of the parameter £ introduced reduces, thus, to ge-

nerating the reourrent relations (27) and obtaining the expan-

sion of the form С 6" 3 - ^ С ̂
m
 1 where Z 6

m
l are ho-

/7T- О *

mogeneoue functions К and Л of the relevant degree ana-

logous to the expansion (9). Changing in (34) the variables

^ _5 Kh'/z, \ -> b/f we ooroe to the expansion (1) (Z - 1 )

where the SG coefficients are expressed through the integrals

from £" <5'm J of the form

Integration over X and К in (35) ia easily performed

using the standard integral

(36)

Si^iMi-••У j\
ls t h e

 symmetrised combination of metrio tensors,

for Instance,

Thus

(37)

where we hare used the expressions for £.„.,..^ } J^v... и./в through л

the ourratures of (18)-(20), (24) and from the appendix A, Ana-

logously *e find

F/x) - J K J) = ~
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The last term in Eq.(38) equals zero, since

It is also not difficult to calculate the next cofficients,

however, the amount of purely algebraic work connected with writing

down the expressions for tvt and calculating the ooinoi-

denoe limits for the functions £ J increases rapidly with

growing rn . The great advantage of the method proposed for

calculating the SG coefficients is its algorithmic character which

•Hows one to perform calculations by computer. Using the analy-

tioal computation system ("HECA5") \}4~\ a program for com-

puting SG coefficients for any order minimal operators with

principal symbols being the scalar value, has been developed. In

particular, the ooeffioients Ez }£^} Ес were computed in the

absence of gauge fields and in the case when matrix X
 i a

proportional to the identity matrix.

III. CALCULATION OF SG COEFFICIENTS FOR THE

FOURTH-ORDER OPERATORS

In this section we use the method suggested to compute the

SO coefficients for the fourth-order operators of the form

Oper&tore of the type (39) arise, for instanoe, while studying

quantum gravity theories with quadratic in ourvature terms

in Lagrangiane. Suoh Lagrangiangs lead to ranormalised theories

•f gravity [16 ] possessing also the property of asymptotic

freedom at small distances [17].

For the amplitude 6*fX X', X j X) we obtain, in this oase,

the equation

to the оме of the eeoond-order operator we oonneot
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with each С a parameter £ (с ~' /t )• Setting further

m - ь
tions for the ooeffioieots 6",

we obtain from Eq.(4O) the recurrent rela-

m

(41)

where the operators A/ have the form

A, = -2i

Solving the reourrent relations (41) we get

£6". } = />J-J ,

where a = , Га 7 - "*

I
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S)ivv
<44)

1'he computation of the coincidence limits for the derivatives of
€Tm iB reduced, in the long run, to calculating the ooinoiden-

oe limits for the derivatives of £". : L V..% ... *i\6o ] . The rele-
vant expressions are given in appendix B, here we present
the final expressions for [ 6/rt J (m-1 4) :

(45)

As in to* o»s* of the ••oond-order operator, the С &zm nl oon

t«iO0 odd power* H. end makes no contribution after the

Integration over Ц . Bxpreeeiona for C&m 1 *
r
« polyno-

mial* in the variable* X *»d f £ 7 - ^cx')*-\)an<i. also ,
homogeneous function* in К and X :

O«ing thle faot and changing tba raiiablee K-*
 К
/{У* , A "• A/i

in the equation
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we come to the expansion (1) (Z = £ ) :

where the coefficients £m are determined by the integral
(35) being the general expression for the SG coefficients of
any order operators. The integration over X and К is oar-

ried out by means of the standard integral

Г

с
у / * / —^- .*. ——t— i * *" ^

It 1з easily seen that the integral (46) for p~o
t
 t - l is

reduced to the integral (36). Integrating, we find for the ooef-

ficients

(47)

where

~HV +V У V "̂ "(.V ""» У V~ V j . (ля\

We note that «a oompared to SO ooeffioieat* for the aeoond-order

operators those for the fourth-order one* (and higher) imply

fairly nontrivial dependence on the spaoe dimension PL .

The SG ooeffiolents for the operator (39) were also oaloulated

in Refe.[11,17,18,19]. In Ref. [18] they were oaloulated for
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arbitrary dimension of the spaoe, and in Refs, [i1,17,19^
for the dimension /Z - 4 . However, in Refa. £l8,19 J there
are no total derivative-type terms, and in Kef. [17] the ooef-
fioients obtained for these terms are not oorreot. The expres-
sions (47),(48), obtained in this paper, for SG ooefficients of
the fourth-order operator -(39) are the most complete of those
cited in the literature. In the dimension n - *f Eqs.(47)
and (48) are reduced to analogous expressions in Ref.fi 0 in
the case of symmetric coefficients V •

CONCLUSION

This paper suggests a new algorithm to calculate SG coef-
ficients in heat kernel expansion which is based on the оova-
riant generalization of the pseudodifferential operators techni-

que \}"f\> Using this method the SG coefficients were oomputed

for minimal second and fourth-order operators on a oompact mani-

fold without boundary in arbitrary spaoe dimension. The SG

ooeffioients for the fourth-order operators turn out to be essen-

tially dependent on spaoe dimension unlike those of the

second order. The algorithmic character of the method permits

to carry out calculations of SG ooeffioients by computer. For

suoh computations the HECAS system was used \)5\ The results ol

computations will be considered in a subsequent paper. The method

suggested can be also generalized to the case ot manifolds with

torsion,nonainimal differential operators and supereymmetrio

operator*.

The author is thankful to I.L.Buchbinder, P.I.Pomin,

¥.A.Miransky, V.V.Roman'коv, Yu.A.Sitenko for fruitful discus-

sions and valuable remark».

APPBIDH A

Here we prevent the ooinoidenoe
 1
'.aite for the quantities we со-

ме aoroee In the paper
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V'* V +i '̂V*̂  V

V,'.

(A4)

' (A5)



- 2 0 -

= -Лак -;{

ind that f S^ 9-v ... V,^, / 7 = /C

derivative, of <om Cm >, l ) * o r t h #

«bar*

V

(А9)

x/»j and there-

(А1Э)

(A14)

( A 1 5 )



- 2 1 -

< A 1 8 )

_ p

( A 2 0 )

r
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APPKWDIX В

{fere we represent the oolneidenoe limits tor the quanti

ties emerging in oalcuJating the fourth-order operator (39).

C^l = [a I • 1 , [a'J = ~
к
ф

Vv 6". 1 = •</CalILK*X<KA£tk,tt/l -г С a j J

( B U

( B 4 )

TJie funotione p,$,,ZtS,t>U'i*C are the earn* ae for the

aeoond-order opereior.
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Fig.1. The contour С that bounds the spentrum of

орег-ator A in a complex piano Л.
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